
• The expressive lexical measure (Adivinanzas) mediated substantially less of the relationship 
between executive function measures and implicature generation than did the receptive 
measure (TVIP). 
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Conceptually Necessary Components of a Conversational, Scalar Implicature
1. Lexical Knowledge – this must include not only entailments, but also relational links 

among the quantifiers that form a scale, such as Grice’s (1975) Quantity Scale.

{noneq, fewq, someq, manyq, mostq, allq}
{ningúnq, pocosq, algunosq, muchosq, la mayoríaq, todosq}

2. Executive Control - Where a set of quantifiers forms a pragmatic scale of 
informativeness, though multiple terms among many truth-conditionally possible 
terms could be used, the most informative term must be attended to/held in working 
memory, while the others are ignored, or inhibited.

• This seems intuitively similar to ambiguity resolution in natural language 
processing.

• Natural language processing appears to take domain-general, executive function 
capacities to be relevant for choosing among multiple possible terms. (e.g. M.C. 
MacDonald, Pearlmutter & Seidenberg 1994; Trueswell & Tanenhaus 1994; 
Boland & Cutler 1996; Mendelsohn 2002; Novick, Trueswell & Thompson-Schill
2005).

• Example from Trueswell & Tanenhaus (1994)

• [The patient examined] by the doctor was…

• [The archeologist examined] the fossil…

• Both possibilities have to be activated and entertained until one of the two is 
inhibited.

Collective-Distributive Scalar Reasoning and Inhibition and Lexicon
• Are there other scales containing multiple truth-conditionally possible terms, that 

vary by informativeness?

• Children’s interpretations of sentences with quantifiers from the Collective-
Distributive Scale (Dotlačil 2010) are predicted by inhibition (Flanker Task) and 
lexicon (PPVT/TVIP) in Oates (2017) and Padilla-Reyes (2018).

• Inhibition (Flanker) and lexicon (PPVT/TVIP) predict collectives (some/unos and 
the/los), but not the distributive each/cada.

• Follows if the collectives are derived via scalar implicature while the 
distributive is derived via entailment, with no ambiguity resolution involved.

The Quantity Scale and Executive Function in Development
• Limited work on the topic shows working memory to be significant for adults (Feeney 

et al. 2004; Marty et al. 2013; De Neys & Schaeken 2007; Dieussart et al. 2011) 
but it is less clear for children (Kapa & Colombo 2014, Janssens et al. 2014).

• It is an open question as to whether other executive function components (working 
memory and attention) are relevant to the development of implicature generation.

Expressive vs. Receptive Measures of Lexicon and Executive Function
• In Padilla-Reyes et al. (2018), inhibition was predictive of implicature generation on 

the collective-distributive scale, but working memory and attention were not.

• It was also the case that the receptive measure of lexicon used, the TVIP/PPVT, was 
predicted by inhibition, and in fact TVIP partially mediated the relationship (19%) 
between TVIP and implicature generation.

Methodology

• Expressive lexical measures, which do not require the suppression of a visual image 
may require less in terms of inhibitory ability.

Research Questions
1. Are executive function abilities, including inhibition, predictive of Quantity Implicature 

generation, as inhibition was of collective-distributive interpretations?
2. Are lexical abilities also predictive of implicature generation, as with collective-

distributive interpretations?
2a.  If so, does the receptive vs. expressive nature of the lexical measure matter for 

mediating the effects of executive function on implicature generation?

Discussion
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Stimuli

Results

• Descriptively, results are consistent with the existing literature on algunos in 5 year-
olds (Miller, Schmitt, Chang & Munn 2005; Vargas-Tokuda et al. 2009):

• All 5 year-olds in the study categorically generated implicatures, with only 
some of the 4 year-olds failing to do so.

• 4 year-olds are significantly different from 5 year-olds, 6 year-olds and 
adults, p < .001. 

• Both lexical and executive function abilities predict implicature generation for 
children, but not adults, because there is virtually no variance in implicature 
generation that could be modeled against them.

• An interaction of domain-specific linguistic lexical growth and domain-general 
executive control may underlie pragmatic reasoning, in that their interaction allows 
for one of the two lexical meanings of algunos to be chosen for the appropriate 
pragmatic context.

• Previous work may have underestimated the role played by executive function in 
implicature generation because of the role it plays in the receptive lexical measure 
PPVT/TVIP.

• Executive function appears to play a larger role in meeting the task demands 
of the TVIP lexical development measure, perhaps because of its visual 
component. 

• The expressive Adivinanzas lexical measure mediates much less of the 
relationship between executive control and implicature generation.

• Adults generated the implicature in 
96% of 4 of 4 contexts, while 
children did so in 80% of such 
contexts.

• Receptive Lexicon (TVIP) 
significantly predicted implicature 
generation with an r2 of .473 (p < 
.001) for children and expressive 
lexicon (Adivinanzas) did, also (r2

= .220, p < .001). 

• All 3 Executive Function measures 
significantly correlated with 
implicature generation for children 
(Inhibition, r2 = -.184, p = .001; 
Working Memory, r2 = -.138 p = 
.006, Attention, r2 = -.192 p = 
.001), but not for adults (p > .05). 

Participants
• 54 typically-developing, monolingual Spanish-speaking children in Mexico City

• (mean age = 78.9 months, SD = 15.4, age range = 48-100 months)
• 26 neuro-typical, monolingual Spanish-speaking adults in Mexico City

• (mean age = 319.8 months [26 years], SD = 54.9)
Procedures
Executive Function
Executive function tests from the EXAMINER Battery (Kramer et al. 2014), including:

Lexicon
To measure general lexical development, as a potential proxy for lexical scales.
• the receptive TVIP (Test de Vocabulario en Imágenes Peabody, Dunn & Lugo 1986)
• the expressive Adivinanzas (Riddles) subtest of the Batería de Evaluación de la 

Lengua Española (BELE, Rangel, Romero & Gómez 1988)

TVJT
A video-recorded Truth Value Judgment Task (Crain & McKee 1986), which included 
plausible dissent and an explicit Question Under Discussion (Roberts 2003, 2004), 
satisfying the Question-Answer Requirement (Gualmini et al. 2008).

Five scenarios with 3 of 4 possible agents consecutively carrying out an action, and five 
with 4 of 4 possible agents carrying out an activity. The final experimental sentence 
included the algunos existential quantifier, which expresses a “some, but not all” 
pragmatic implicature. Four warm-up items and four fillers included the quantifiers ningún
(none)and todos (all). 15 of the original 69 children were excluded for not passing all 
fillers, leaving 54. No adults were excluded.

Attention – Set-shiftingWorking memory – Dot CountingInhibition - Flanker

Stimuli Sentence Translation

Algunos niños bajaron la resbaladilla. Some children went down the slide.

Algunos niños subieron la escalera. Some children went up the ladder.

Algunos niños brincaron la cerca. Some children jumped the fence.

Algunos niños cruzaron la calle. Some children crossed the street.

Algunos niños le dieron vuelta al 
autobús.

Some children went around the bus.

• Some of this mediation effect 
may have been due to the fact 
that the PPVT/TVIP requires 
visual inhibition of images that 
do not correspond to the word 
given.

Predictor
Variable (x)

Mediator
Variable (m)

Indirect (a*b)
(x on m) * (x on y, with m)

p Total
c + (a*b)

p % Mediated

Flanker TVIP -.312 < .001 -0.423 <.001 74%

Flanker Adivinanzas -.158 .030 -0.423 <.001 37%

Dot TVIP -.082 .025 -0.154 .003 53%

Dot Adivinanzas -.054 .044 -0.154 .003 35%

Shifting TVIP -.497 .003 -.818 <.001 61%

Shifting Adivinanzas -.256 .036 -.818 <.001 31%


